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Abstract
This article is a descriptive and explorative analysis of reflective practices and knowing in action.
It has been written on the basis of 22 video-analytical views in the development department of an
IT company in the field of e-learning and multimedia. Video views are a qualitative method in
video analysis and the analytical practice has been described concurrently with the descriptive
analyses. Hopefully, this has been done in a way that encourages others to try the method in
practice.
The analytical observation is directed towards dynamic knowledge processes when knowledge is
applied in practice. They are ‘the ones’ which are of analytical interest, and it is difficult to observe them without allowing the live picture to take up the centre of the analytical practice.
Therefore, various dynamic knowledge processes are described in 4 stories on the basis of the 22
video views. The subjects of the stories are research, when the code of the IT competitors is to be
broken, “When the Code Is Broken It Has to Be Checked”; processes where a code is created
through shared thought processes “Thinking the Code Aloud Together”; processes where a hidden or ‘silent’ code is made apparent, explicit and accessible through shared reasoning, “Debriefing”; and finally the story “When Deadlines Have to Be Met” gives an insight into the Ddepartment’s professional practice when taking stock and ‘running a code’ together.
The descriptive and explorative analysis of dynamic knowledge processes demonstrates that the
developers work in a complex system where knowledge exists, is created, applied and shared together with learning through sparring, neighbour training, critical reviews, “intelligent methods”
and debriefing. The analytical concept ‘Knowledge Zones’ is the starting point for the description, and the contours of the D-department’s different zones are depicted in a drawing and on the
basis of the descriptive analysis. It is concluded that the complex system of knowledge and
learning unfolds on the basis of knowledge zones which constantly change because they are
formed ‘merely’ in the mutual observation of the developers. However, the system or universe of
knowledge zones in the U-department is entirely closed; it doesn’t extend ‘outwards’ and does
not include ‘the others’ in the company, such as staff in the media and sales departments, not to
mention the company’s customers. The eye is turned inwards towards the centre of the department’s innermost knowledge zones and outwards towards top players of the same kind but at an
international level.

Introduction
This article has been designed as a descriptive and explorative analysis of a series
of video views, available as digital video data, and the purpose is to increase both
the awareness of the video-analytical method and the knowledge of reflective
practices. Video views is a term that describes the video-analytical practice which
I have developed in practice since 19931. I use this term to create associations to
the qualitative interview rather than to video observation, which is the method
most commonly associated with video-analysis. In brief, the difference, as I see it,
is that video observation has objective registration as its ideal, an ideal which, like
all ideals, is unreachable, whereas video views is a qualitative method which acknowledges the close relationship between observation and the object observed;
between the recording and the facts recorded; a relationship which is so ‘close’
that the joint acts, concrete as well as symbolic, constantly interact as is the case
with conversation and the form it takes in in-depth research interviews.
In other words, the article has been written to describe the analytical practice
which I use when making and analysing video views, but also to speak up in favour of increased use of the practice and method. It is important for analytical
practice that video data today can be made available in digital form. Not only for
the actual situation in which the video view is recorded but also for subsequent
analyses. The analytical software is now available which is able to satisfy the demands of qualitative methods to open and ongoing category development and
coding2 also in respect of live images. The mere difference of being able to be present at the scene with a digital camera without having to cover it all with spots, cables and microphones is an analytical gain which can hardly be overestimated. In
this way technology plays a role in determining what analytical practice is possible. I am not saying that video can be set up and used as discretely and flexibly as
a tape recorder, yet. However, in many instances it is possible with a hand-held
recorder to get extremely close to practice in a certain area with the actors only
remotely aware of the recording process.
In other words, it is my intention to describe my video-analytical practice in terms
sufficiently concrete to allow it to be tested and used by others in practice while
the descriptive analysis at the same time forges an initial path “through” my video
1

Video views as a method are used in analyses of guidelines for communication via computer-media and
reflective practices in network education, and the method is described in my PhD thesis: De digitale delegater: tekst og tanke i netuddannelse – en afhandling om hyperlinks i refleksiv praksis, der er face-tointerface. Multivers 2001(The Digital Delegates: text and thought in network education - a thesis about
hyperlinks in reflective practices which are face-to-interface. Multivers 2001). The thesis is available in
digital form on the Internet from which sections may be printed, see url: www.afhandling.dk, which can be
found on the publisher Multivers’ web site, see url: www.multivers.dk.
2
The article has been written with users in mind who feel like tackling video-analysis without having at
the same time to learn how to use video-analytical software. Readers who are interested in analytical software are referred to www.atlasti.de and the mail list www.atlasti.de/joinlist.html. The use of atlas.ti will be
part of the articles below regarding video-analytical practice.
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material. Seen in this light, the descriptive analysis in this article is an expression
of an analytical process in which the purpose of the analysis, its theoretical references and the empirical material work together to form my interpretation of
knowing and reflective practices3.
The actual video views thus constitute empirical data material procured for analytical purposes where I have as aim to describe and understand reflective practices and knowing in action in a field of practice. The actual field of practice is a
development department of an IT company within e-learning and multimedia. In
other words, the analytical eye is focused on questions about ‘what and how’,
when dynamic knowledge processes develop as an interplay between reflection
and action, between different forms of knowledge and between knowledge and
learning. Dynamic processes and interplay which take place in time and in live
images. Time is the actant of dynamics, so to speak, and the analytical interest is
therefore directed towards projection and comprehension of the relationship between knowledge when applied and time as it unfolds in practice.
I. Three Inscriptions and Video-Analysis in Practice
The following is an account of reflective practices, of knowing in action and of
time as ‘they’ present themselves in a series of video views which were commenced one Thursday morning in February 20014, when the first test recordings
and practical arrangements were made in the D-department or development department, which is the brain in an IT company within e-learning and multimedia.
It is not always easy to take ‘home’ acceptable video views. It is therefore of decisive importance to first inspect the location of the planned recordings and to determine how many work stations are to participate in the recordings, how they are
placed vis-à-vis each other, what the possibilities are to find an angle that covers
the entire department and to get a close view of work methods and work stations
of the individual developers - all with a view to light and sound, two factors which
have turned out to be extremely critical in all my video views. They are right at the
top of my internal checklist when I determine the angle, radius and movements of
the recording. They colour my first view of the situation and they impact on the
rough outline of the premises, which I initially make.
Space and Angle
The rough outline is one of the inscriptions which become my ‘assistants’ when I
make video views. I call the inscription “Space and Angle” and I draw it as soon
as I have a fair idea of the premises where we will be recording. In the actual
video views the group of developers work in a large common room, a corner
3

This paper is a descriptive analysis which is part I in a trilogy. It is a case study which is followed by a
theoretical analysis of dynamic knowing in action based on the case study (II) and a methodological discussion of the video-analytical practice applied to the case study (III).
4
The video recordings took place in the period between Thursday 15 and Monday 19 February 2001.
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room, lit by 8 large windows. Together, the walls with windows constitute ‘one
angle’ of the room. There are 10 workstations in total for the developers; 8 are
placed 2 and 2 together to form 4 workstations along the two walls which each has
4 windows. Two workstations are a bit darker because they are away from the
windows. Together, the 4 windows and 4 double desks form the basic structure of
the room which is subdivided by 2 low bookcases. In the middle of the room is a
large meeting table. It is used for group meetings where the individual employee
merely needs to turn his chair around and roll it to the table in the middle of the
room.
Window

Low bookcases
Whiteboard
Library
Camera

Meeting table

Time schdule

Fig. 1: A rough outline of the D-department in the IT firm; an outline based on the “Space
and Angle” inscription.
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Angles, radius and movements are almost pre-determined with this layout. The
video camera can remain stationary in the middle of the room at the meeting desk
and from here general views of all workstations can be obtained and at the same
time it is possible to zoom in on the individual developers. It is easy to move the
microphone around so the sound direction can be weighted differently. The room
also allows for hand-held recordings. The two low bookcases, which sub-divide
the workstations at the walls with windows, can serve as ‘support’ when close-up
work with the hand-held camera5 is required. An initial glimpse of the location
shows excellent conditions for making video views.
Before beginning the recording of the actual video views, I take the opportunity to
describe the premises as a whole and in live images6. The company is located in
Østerbro and its close neighbours consist of other knowledge-intensive companies
such as market research institutes, firms of consultants and NGOs. It is located at
two floors with entrance from 2nd floor and an internal stairway leading up to the
attic on the 3rd floor, which has large rooms with sloping walls. On the 2nd floor
you enter at reception at the end of a long corridor with two well equipped meeting rooms on the left with glass walls and Venetian blinds and on your right four
‘one-man’ offices. The sales department is half way down the corridor, located in
an open-plan office around the internal staircase leading up to the production department. Further down the corridor is a small kitchen, toilets, and copy room, before the long corridor ends in the development department, which is the stage of
our upcoming video views. When mounting the stairs from the sales department,
you find ‘production’ spread out over the entire 3rd floor - with a few exceptions.
The manuscript writers are based in a room with a door that can be closed and the
company’s IT support is based at the end of the 3rd floor. This is where the company’s heart of servers, PCs, cables, cords etc is found and several of the PCs located up here are used for running tests. It can therefore be said that the test department is an integrated part of the IT support department. You get a picture of
the company’s face to the outside world on the 2nd floor with reception, meeting
rooms, individual offices and a sales department, and more out-of-the-way at the
end of the corridor the company’s brain, its development department, to which I
will revert. Production is ‘upstairs’ and at the end the company’s heart, the IT support, which works to the tune of the hum from the servers.
Actants and Parts
Back in the development department, I dig out a new inscription. It becomes a new
helper. I now prepare a list of the actants who are going to be part of my video
views. I name the helper or the inscription ‘Actants and Parts’ and both the human
5

It is especially the microphone and the sound that limit how close you can get with the stationary camera.
In the hand-held recordings we use the camera’s built-in microphone.
6
The recordings are available on Learn_1/ Tape_1
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and the non-human actants7 figure side by side on this cast list - as long as they
play an important part in the stories told by my video views.
The first actants noted on the cast list are the ten workstations in the development
department including the employees as well as their numerous artifacts. There are
no obvious differences between the items on the list. The ten workstations are
more or less the same in terms of hardware, equipment, facilities, capacity as well
as furniture. A mere glance at chairs, desks or computers does not reveal who has
the principal parts. However, after a while it becomes clear that Simon, the project
manager, sits at one end of the room and that Poul, the informal head of the development department, is at the other end. The timetable hangs on the wall above the
project manager and is the common inscription or the medium which concentrates
the entire project in one synoptic glance as a whole or an oligopticon8 as Bruno
Latour might have called it. The informal manager sits at a whiteboard. In other
words, the two principal players are placed at either end of the room with a full
view of the entire room and in the vicinity of artifacts which can support and
communicate the joint work processes involved in the project.
It turns out, however, that there are more layers than just managers and employees
on the cast list of the development department. There are ‘the newcomers’, ‘the
green ones’, ‘the experienced’, ‘those who belong’ and ‘those who just sit here’.
The newcomers sit at the two dark workstations. One of them belongs, although he
is new, and is a very experienced programmer, a Nestor of the company, whereas
the other belongs in another firm with which the company has just merged. He is
based under their roof but he doesn’t belong. He just sits in the department, however, there is an underlying hope that he may be assimilated and end up belonging.
There is a need for at least two more employees in the development department,
but they are impossible to find. The company has used all its contacts, and professional agencies have been asked to find them, but in vain. Therefore, everybody
hopes that it is merely temporary that one of the newcomers doesn’t belong. The
other six developers are distributed evenly on the two groups of ‘green’ and ‘experienced’ developers. The green developers are studying for medium-length degrees
such as computer science whereas the experienced developers have completed
long-term degrees such as cand.merc.dat. (MSc in business administration and
computer science), MSc, and engineering and computer science with physics as
minor subject and in addition have previous project experience.
Little by little the cast list takes shape from the initial research work and imposes
itself on the room and my vision and thereby on the foci of the camera; a cast list
which varies according to the relations manager/non-manager, inside/outside, ex7

An important conceptual couple in Bruno Latour’s mind. For a more detailed explanation of the concepts,
see Latour; B. 1991; Jensen, Sisse Siggaard: De digitale delegater, Del III, kap. 2 2001 (The Digital Delegates, Part III, Chapter 2 2001).
8
Oligopticon and panopticon are opposite concepts which Bruno Latour uses to describe various forms of
optics which show a whole. In a panopticon, you see everything and therefore only very little, whereas an
oligopticon only shows very little, therefore allowing you to see everything.
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perienced/inexperienced, old/newcomer, medium-term education/long-term education. Maybe the difference smoker/non-smoker should be included, too. Smoking takes place on the staircase, at the emergency exit. There is a lot of coming and
going, and many tips, experiences and references are exchanged while smoking on
the staircase.
The cast list is not easily determined by looking at the non-human actants in the
room, as is otherwise quite often the case. It is determined by the glances with
which the human actors observe and look at each other. The room, on the other
hand, differs from the floor ‘upstairs’ in production. In the D-department there is
light, air, room, comfortable chairs and desks and excellent facilities for group
meetings. These facilities are in short supply ‘upstairs in production’ and in the
sales department as well. There is no doubt that the employees in the development
department consider themselves the principal players in the company as such.
The meeting table also plays a leading part and is therefore recorded at the same
level as the ten workstations. Less prominent but nevertheless important parts are
played by the library, which consists of books and the CD-ROMs on the bookcase
in the middle of the room next to the meeting table. Here the developers gather literature of common interest together with the ‘ bibles’ of programming. This is e.g.
where the shared project documentation is found, an actant which also has a part
to play.
The project timetable, which communicates tasks in relation to time, and in certain
cases also in relation to employees, was mentioned earlier together with the whiteboard that can support work processes, but they both need to be mentioned again
here as actants playing important parts.
However, the principal parts in the story are played by two actants, which are invisible, and which at first glance appear of an insubstantial nature. I am thinking of
time and of reflective practices. They differ widely. Time plays an important role
for everybody. It impacts on everything that goes on in the project and in the company. Deadlines are everywhere and everybody refers to them and to time. The reflective practices, however, are only mentioned by few, if any, but nevertheless
impact on everybody in the D-department’s knowledge-based practice.
Registration Card and an Overview
It is difficult to get an overview of many hours of video views, but an inscription
once again comes in handy and assists; I call it ‘Registration card’. This is where I
summarise sequences, i.e. recordings, which are framed by a technical start and
end of the actual recording9, and I use them among other things to differentiate
between various analutical ‘views’, which together make up the video-analytical
views. An analytical ‘view’ is limited by a beginning and an end, however not of a

9

Table 1 is an example of how I summarise video data on the basis of primarily technical registration data.
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technical but of an analytical nature and which limit situations and types of situations10.
Now we are getting to the difficult part. During the many processes, which transform and document my video views, I forge little by little one of many possible
paths through the living video data; I often experience it almost like forging a way
through dense scrub. When forging my way in this manner and creating the analytical paths in the material, my glance is constantly directed towards several
things at the same time. The analytical purpose is my focus but I constantly have
to remain open and ready to perceive the surprising, the unexpected, the controversial, the immediate impression which I get of the material. This requires training; it is hard and doubt constantly besets my mind. The question continuously
arises whether the path is leading me astray or on long detours. The latter is
probably unavoidable and it is necessary to have very clear analytical goals,
clearly defined foci11 and very simple and well-structured material. The complexity of video data rarely fails to surprise me, even when the situations appear quite
simple, and so does the degree to which you influence the situation yourself during
the recording. Already the choice of angle for the shooting, the presence of the
camera and the many choices made during the recording process mean that I ‘enter
the picture’ in the capacity of analytical observer and as camera holder and video
recorder of the situation. In the subsequent transformation and documentation process, I moreover make a large number of choices, which in the most profound
manner sort and weight my video data. Some data is included, some left out.
Among the data included some are prominent, and some remain in the background.
Before I begin describing my analytical practices in detail, it is worthwhile briefly
commenting on why I use the term ‘views’ rather than ‘segmentations’12 to summarise the analytical steps which constitute the analytical foreground of the material. The term ‘views’ emphasize that it is ‘what is seen with the analytical eye’

10

Table 2 summarises the 22 views included in my video data and which thereby become an expression of
the different insights into situations and types of situations which together constitute my analytical overview of the material.
11
For a more detailed description of the heuristic and analytical ‘foci’ of the VIA method, see Jordan, B. &
Henderson A., 1994 and Jensen, Sisse Siggaard: De digitale delegater, Del IV kap. 3 (The Digital Delegates, Part IV Chapter 3).
12
The VIA method (Video Interaction Analysis) has inspired my analytical work. The heuristic of the
method forms the basis of the preliminary analytical work. I do not use the term ‘segmentation’, however,
as it implies something granted by the material itself and which is used to form a projection, whereas the
term ‘view’ which I use instead of ‘segmentations’, emphasize that it is in the encounter between the material and the observer’s observation of the material that the analytical insight is created. Another term, which
I use with extreme caution, is ‘structure’, and the reasoning is the same as the one that applies to the term
‘segmentations’. In the heuristic of the VIA method the underlying structure of the material is used for
projection. In other words, the structure already exists as a given part of the material rather than arises out
of the analytical encounter between the material and the observer. In order to emphasize the latter analytical
point of view I use the term ‘situations’ or ‘types of situations’ instead of the term ’structure’.
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which gives the material its shape, and it is situations or types of situation’13
which are seen when viewed with the analytical eye. ‘Views’ are not properties
inherent in the material itself; they are not structures which appear as a kind of
‘deposits’, creating chronologically structured layers in the recordings. Even if
some of the foci which form part of the analytical eye are very concrete and noticeable even to the immediate eye, as is the case when a situation such as e.g.
‘sparring in the form of joint research’ begins with a manager moving his chair up
to an employee and finishes when he moves it back again; or when the situation ‘a
break’ begins when two colleagues go out and smoke on the landing and finishes
when they place the packet of cigarettes on the desk and both sit down at their
computers at opposite ends of the room. In the analytical process I always maintain that the analytical foci can only ‘colour’ my eye as they always have to appear
on the analytical stage together with the purpose of the analysis. In this way, together, they shape what I call the analytical eye. It is the purpose of the analysis
which in a decisive manner determines the analytical situations by allowing the
differentiation of the observation on the basis of assessments of relevance, and it is
the foci which give the eye the points of view which allow the observation to be
differentiated. I hope this will all be much more clear once the analytical practice
is allowed back in as part of the picture. Let me therefore do that.
As I have already mentioned, the registration cards help to record the first insights
in the data material, allowing them to be summarised and hopefully allowing me
to gradually create an overview over the video data. The time of recording has
been chosen to cover the D-department’s Monday meetings. These meetings constitute the regular status meetings14 of the development group. In addition to status
the meetings are used for ‘debriefing’ and to ‘run codes’. The research phase
therefore begins on Thursday in order to include the ‘prelude’ to the meeting in the
analytical material, which means that recordings also take place the whole of Friday.
Generally speaking, the video data produced falls into three categories: test, background and analysis. Test and background recordings are made during the research
phase on Thursday. They are mentioned above and don’t really play an active part
in the analytical process as such. The analytical material is subdivided into five
sessions, which are recorded together with a number and a brief characterisation as
well as date and tape number. The first summary already contains the first interpretations of video data embodied in the brief characterisation associated with
each of these sessions and their very division. The summary of sessions and the
characterisation is shown in Table 1.
13

A situation may be described as follows: ”A situation is a set of communicative and non-communicative
acts that take place at a specific time and place. A situation is a social category, a “cultural unit” (cf. Eco
1977:66). This means that it must be conceived as a unit by some community of speakers, have a special
name, be marked at the boundaries etc.” (Bøgh Andersen, Peter 1990:54)
14
This is not a practice which has been going on for a long time, but attempts have been made to implement it in the D-department during the past 5-6 weeks.
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Table 1: Summary of Video Data: Test, Background and Analytical Material
Summary of Video Data

Date, Year 2001

Tape

Test (D-department)
Background (The Company)
Analysis (D-department):
Session 1: Individual practice
Session 2: Sparring
Session 3: Individual practice and sparring.
Session 4: Meeting and debriefing
Session 5: Co-operation and sparring

Thursday 15-2
Thursday 15-2

1
1

Friday 16-2
Friday 16-2
Friday 16-2
Monday 19-2
Monday 19-2

1/2
2
3
4/5
5/6

At this stage, the preliminary ‘exercises’ in preparation for the video analysis have
nearly been completed. The preliminary agreements for the recordings have been
made, the time has been fixed according to the purpose of the recordings, which is
the Monday meeting in the development group; the preliminary research with test
and background recordings has been done, video views have been carried out and
the preliminary work has created an overview by means of the inscriptions: 1)
‘Room and Angle’, 2) ‘Actants and Parts’, and 3) ‘Registration Cards and Overview’. However, it is necessary to further work on the material as a whole in order
to get it ‘under your skin’. A few more steps need to be taken before it is time to
put on the glasses that allow you to see with the analytical eye.
The chronology of the analytical steps, as described so far in the article, is a bit
messy. In real life, i.e. in my analytical practice, the brief descriptions ‘individual
practice’, ‘meeting and debriefing’, etc. which have been attached to the sessions
in Table 1, are a product of continuous interplay between 1) the overview of the
material which is a product of the technical registration data such as number of
tapes, start and finish of the recordings, etc. and 2) the process which is described
below.
It is a process which I call ‘to skim’ my tapes. The skimming consists of repeated
examination of the material without sound and in ‘ff-mode’ (fast forward). At all
the important points of change such as change of scene, change of movement patterns, change in orientation, change of actants whether human or non-human, I
stop the recording in order to assess the situation and ask the question: Is this a
new situation and therefore a new beginning or is it just a change in the recording
rather than in the situation recorded? Little by little I record the picture of my
video data, which emerges this way, in a new version on the registration cards.
They therefore exist in two versions: one completed more a less concurrently with
the recordings and one which is a result of the subsequent ‘skimming’ of the material. During the last examinations in ‘ff-mode’, I increasingly let the tape play in
‘play mode’ so that sound and speech gradually can enter the picture and contribute to the evaluation of the various situations so that their individual importance
becomes more apparent. The situations, which thus determine the material, are
10

evaluated simultaneously in the light of the analytical purposes, and in this way
the first steps are taken on the path which gradually stands out as the direction and
contours of the analysis. Often, a number of factors stare you in the face when you
go through the material. These factors may be good indicators worth holding on
to, but not necessarily. It is very easy to get a fixed ‘view’ of one’s material. A
view which it may be almost impossible to ‘erase’ in order to allow other ‘views’
to come forward. The slightly pedantic methods described above therefore don’t
represent an expression of an analytical point of view in which ‘the individual
parts’ are at first identified and later joined together to form a whole. They are
more an expression of a point of view which underlines the importance of delays,
which serve the purpose of preventing perception and apprehension from quickly
‘forming a picture’ of video data; delays, which serve to ensure, to the extent possible, that more ‘views’ can be formed before the eye ‘stiffens’ in a view which is
far too fixed.
A picture now emerges out of the many preliminary tape recordings of 22 analytical views of widely differing practices in the D-department. A picture where the
rhythm of the camera changes between panning and zoom-in, and where the camera is alternately hand-held and placed in a stationary position. The picture is
summarised below in Table 2 together with the summary of video data and analytical views.

Table: Summary of Video Data: 22 Different Analytical Views:
Friday Morning:
Session 1/ Individual Practice / Analysis
1. Stationary view of ‘studies’ in corner 1 and ‘coding, keyboard and thought’ in corner 2. Tape 1.
2. Hand-held zoom-in and interview with Niklas (D2) about ‘work methods’. Tape 1/ Tape 2
Session 2/ Sparring/ Analysis
3. Hand-held zoom-in on ‘sparring in the form of joint research and evaluation’ between Simon (D3) and
John (D9). Tape 2
4. Hand-held panning in the entire D-department. Tape 2.
5. Stationary view of ‘coding, keyboard and thought’ in corner 2 and especially Theis (D4). Tape 2
6. Stationary panning on ‘studies’ in corner 1 and ‘coding, keyboard and thought’ in corner 2. Tape 2
7. Hand-held zoom-in on ‘sparring in the form of joint research and evaluation’ between Simon (D3) and
John (D9) in corner 4 at the whiteboard. Tape 2
Lunch
8. Stationary panning on ’lunch with the screen’. Tape 3
Afternoon:
Session 3/ Individual Practice and Sparring / Analysis
9. Stationary view of ‘sparring in the form of ’neighbour training’ in corner 2 and especially of Theis (D4),
Ib. (D8) and Simon (3). Tape 3
10. Brief stationary zoom-in on ‘individual practice in the form of navigation’ Søren (D7) and ‘individual
practice in the form of coding’ Thomas (D6). Tape 3
11. Stationary view of ‘sparring and neighbour training’ in corner 2 with ‘the three’ from point 9 in focus.
Tape 3
12. Brief stationary view of ‘individual practice’ in corner 3. Tape 3
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13. Stationary view of ‘individual practice in co-operation’ in corner 2 - again ‘the three’ from point 9 and
with brief visits to corner 3 and 1. Tape 3/ Tape 4
Summary:
A view of the situation as a whole in the D-department; a view of individual practice in the form of studies
and coding where the voice of the keyboard blends in with the thought processes of problem solution; close
up in two hand-held zoom-in situations: 1) an interview with Niklas about his work practices and methods
and 2) co-operation and sparring in the form of joint research and evaluation between Simon and John; a
stationary view of individual practice which takes place in close co-operation between ‘the three’: Simon,
Ib and Theis.
Monday Morning
Session 4/ Monday Meeting and Debriefing / Analysis
The server is down. There is hectic activity to solve the problem. Tape 4
14. Stationary view of ‘Monday meeting with status and debriefing’ and agreements to ‘run code in critical
review’ - interrupted by the staff meeting. Tape 4.
15. Hand-held zoom-in on ‘status and debriefing’ between Theis (D4), Poul (D10) and Simon (D3). Tape 4
and Tape 5.
Lunch
Afternoon
Session 5/ Co-operation and Sparring/ Analysis
16. Stationary view of ‘critical reviews’ in corner 4 with Niklas (D2), John (D9) and Thomas (D6). John is
running the code. Tape 5/ Tape 6.
17. Stationary view of ‘sparring in the form of joint problem solving’ between Søren (D7) and Hans (D5).
Tape 5/ Tape 6.
18. Stationary view of ‘sparring in the form of neighbour training’ in corner 3 with Ib (D8) and Simon
(D3). Tape 5/ Tape 6.
19. Stationary view of ‘briefing’ between Hans (D5), Søren (D7) and Theis (D4) across low bookcase.
Tape 6.
20. Stationary zoom-in on the project timetable which shows ‘the relationship between time, tasks, people
and thereby competences’. Tape 6.
21. Stationary view of ‘sparring in the form of joint research and evaluation’ in corner 1 between Niklas
(D2) and Thomas (D6). Tape 6.
22. Stationary zoom-in on ’fire-fighting’ in corner 2 and 3 with Ib (D8), Søren (D7) and Simon (U3). Tape
6.
Summary:
A view of the ‘meeting culture’ and the ‘male culture’ in the D-department; close up in a hand-held zoomin on ‘status and debriefing’ between Theis, Poul, the head of the D-department, and Simon, in which Theis
explains his coding which is vital; a view of several different forms of sparring 1) critical reviews between
Niklas, John and Thomas, 2) joint problem solving between Søren and Hans, 3) neighbour training between
Simon and Ib, 4) joint research and evaluation between Niklas and Thomas 5) fire-fighting between Simon
and Ib; a view of briefing between Hans and Theis across the low bookcase. In addition a view of ‘time’
hanging on the wall -very beautifully presented in a timetable.

The descriptive analysis of reflective practices in the D-department, as it appears
in my video views, takes on many different forms which enter on the analytical
stage as dominant forms of practice in a professional developer community with
knowledge-intensive work tasks. Thorough studies are undertaken amongst piles
of thick books. Studies which take place in the work place and in the middle of the
practice of the profession. Competitors’ codes are broken and checked in order to
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find short cuts with all that this entails in terms of “intelligent methods”15. Codes
are carefully scrutinized and are ‘run’ and checked with colleagues. Inexperienced
colleagues are supervised in and through practice. They sit next to an experienced
colleague who can keep an eye on each screen and assist if there are problems.
The developers think aloud while media simulate computer screen and user interface. Inexperienced colleagues run codes next to experienced colleagues. Codes
are run together with experienced colleagues who act as critical reviewers with the
task of finding the gaps and problems with the code. Knowledge is constantly
shared both between experienced colleagues and across levels so that inexperienced developers can learn from their experienced colleagues. The screen and the
computer are actants which participate all the time and everywhere as vehicles for
the continuous processes where knowledge is in action, when it is created, used,
revised and shared.
The 22 video-analytical views therefore have to be studied once again, and the eye
must search for high quality views, technically as well as analytically. That means
views which are clear and unambiguous, where you can hear what is being said
and see what is being shown, pointed at, etc, and where the content at the same
time allows you to spot some of the different types of reflective practices, which
take place in the department. The individual views are therefore examined once
again in an analytical process in which ‘boards’ are made. It is a practice that consists of a process where the material is drawn, a practice I call ‘reverse storyboarding’. In the concrete analysis, the individual views are not actually drawn but
individual video frames, which are of primary importance to the story that is being
told, are selected through the ‘grabbing of frames’. In this process, five stories in
particular enter on the analytical stage. These are the stories that together shape the
odyssey in knowledge and thought processes which I describe in the following
chapter “The great epos - an odyssey in knowing and thinking in action”.
The five stories begin with a view of a young and inexperienced colleague who
has just started, who sits in the department but doesn’t yet belong. He is absorbed
in studies and heavy books. In the next story “When the code is broken it has to be
checked”, we see a very experienced colleague, who is also quite new in the department, and who works with methods which are very explicit and “intelligent”
while being at the same time entirely intuitive. In the story “Thinking the Code
Aloud Together”, we follow sparring where the project manager thinks the code
through together with one of the developers in order to find the best solutions. In
“Debriefing” we watch a session where the top developer of the department debriefs one of the experienced developers together with the project manager, and
finally in the story “When deadlines have to be met”, we participate in the Mon15

The concept of intelligent methods is here used with direct reference to Dewey. J. In the book ”How we
think” (Boston 1933) he uses the concept to sum up the variation of methods in which thought moves from
pre-reflective to post-reflective situations, from past to future and from disturbances, disorder and uncertainty to provisional clarity. See also Jensen, Sisse Siggaard: De digitale delegater, Del III, kap. 1 2001
(The Digital Delegates, Part III, Chapter 1 2001).
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day meeting which has been in the analytical focus right from the beginning when
the time and duration of the video views was arranged and planned with the department and the company.
In addition there are three photo stories. They are made ‘anonymous’. It is not all
knowledge, which becomes accessible, if it is to be shared. To be allowed into a
D-department to have a look at the daily practices in the ‘heart’ of an IT company,
is not that easy. It is a meeting between knowledge born with commercial ends in
view and which therefore is subject to the requirement that it must serve the company and nobody else, and the knowledge which is born in the interest of research
and therefore with a view to serving common goals and with a degree of openness
and documentation which allows it to be subjected to critical reviews. The ‘price’
for the right to look over their shoulder at their practices has therefore been an absolute assurance that no video recordings will be made available to the public.
It is therefore only to the extent that the picture material in my recordings can be
made anonymous, and this is obviously difficult, that the analytically vital pictures
can become part of the actual story and not just function as the background of the
analysis. The photo stories relevant in this context are “The many lives of the
code” which ends the story “When the code is broken it has to be checked”;
“What if?”, which ends the story “Thinking the Code Aloud Together”; and “The
code equilibrist” which ends “Debriefing”. They all consist of pictures in which
the individuals cannot be recognised. Many, many other stories could be told with
the countless pictures or video frames which together make up the 22 videoanalytical views in the data material, but research ethics impose very clear limitations. Let therefore the story begin.
II. The Great Epos - an Odyssey in Knowing and Thinking in Action
Theis is a developer, and he is an equilibrist on his keyboard16. You can hear him
talk when his fingers dance across it and see how he regularly talks to himself and
his screen. He talks expressively, only without language. He is in agony when the
problems cannot be solved immediately, when other helpers such as pencils and
paper have to assist, when he has to allow his thoughts to flow and form in impatient waiting and without using the keyboard - all this is visible and audible on the
Friday morning when I take a look at the D-department.
The room is buzzing. People are working and in a very concentrated manner.
Theis’ communication with his keyboard is the most audible activity. Kurt and
Niklas, who sit right next to Theis, are also lost in their work, but their work consist more of studies and involve thick books. They are absorbed in books, paper
and folders. If you didn’t know better you would think they were studying. Kurt is
completely new and he reads, reads and reads. He has to acquire a lot of new
knowledge. With a technical background as shipbuilder he now ‘sits’ here in the
16

All names in the account of the developers’ great epos are fictitious.
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development department where he learns a lot of new stuff in order to supplement
his education and become a developer. At times he is also given minor tasks to
solve. He is young, he is here at his own initiative, and the development department is his framework. Imagine being as good as competent developers like Theis!
His voice is full of admiration when he talks about Theis and some envy when he
says: “…I know maybe 20% of this stuff, so it is hard to sit here and listen to Theis
typing away on his keyboard”. Theis’ juggling at the keyboard is obviously not
music to his ears. It is more like a constant reminder of the goals he is so keen to
reach and a reminder of how far he still has to go before reaching them. Kurt is
completely new in the department, but he likes to show that he is not completely
green and inexperienced. He advises an employee from ‘upstairs’, i.e. upstairs
from production where they are working with graphic designs and interfaces. An
employee who would like some advice and tips about how to get started with development and code writing. Together they look for material and books on the
Internet, and Kurt explains and gives advice about how to get started. That he has
experience and has written codes becomes obvious when he shows the other employee ‘from upstairs’ a system which he has coded. A display full of pride. In
between, Kurt and Niklas exchange a few words, but otherwise the only sound accompanying the concentrated work comes from Theis’ keyboard.
When the Code Is Broken it Has to Be Checked17
Niklas is also quite new in the company, but he is an older employee who describes himself as the company’s Nestor. An experienced programmer who has
been part of the game since the early days. He is not typing but juggling paper, pen
and books. A maths teacher at high school busy correcting homework? You would
almost think so. But no, he is a developer busy breaking a competitor’s code.
Nothing less. When the camera zooms in on his papers and his work, he stops me,
and we exchange a few words about the need to keep my video data confidential.
You cannot just film everything that is going on when someone is checking a
competitor’s code, but it is obvious that it is common practice. Many different
kinds of knowledge come into play in the process of breaking a code. Some
knowledge is ‘at hand’; it is available and you can just reach out and page through
it if it is embodied in the many very thick books lying on the desks, whereas other
knowledge has to be created. The borderlines between knowledge as a product and
knowledge as a process flow in a dynamic process. Is the competitor’s code immediately at hand? Hardly. There is obvious proof that the code exists as knowledge because their software exists and it works. Seen with the competitor’s eyes,
the code is knowledge that exists, but it is not immediately available to the developer in the D-department. It has to be found and revealed, and this has to be done
in ways which require experience in the field, experience of how to ‘go behind the
code and start working backwards’, both when trying to find the examples of the
17
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code and when breaking it. In this process, the developer works backwards starting
with the code which is given, which exists, because it has been ‘found’, and then
he goes behind the code by imagining what it could be ‘based on’, what algorithms or mathematical operations the competitor has used; an imaginative process
which is based partly on concrete, explicit and publicly available knowledge and
partly, and to a great extent, on personal experience, which comes to light as intuitive knowledge or ‘nose’. To get an idea of what is behind the competitor’s
code, you have to guess. What could the competitor possibly have been thinking?
Guesswork, ideas, ‘suspicions’ and working backwards are factors which all play
an active part in the process required to break the competitor’s code, when knowledge has to be found but is not at hand, and has to be made available so it can be
used.
“Niklas:…[…]…and then I write a comment …, where I try to understand from
their function names what it is they are doing here, and then read in the code, but
is this really what they do, what are they actually doing, …up to a certain level,
not in every detail, but to understand their principles; and then I had a suspicion
that I thought they are doing the same as the guy does in this book, and in that
case it would be nice to find out if it’s really true,…so that was the idea. They have
a data structure which looks like this, it is called a matrix, but you don’t see trace
of a matrix here, and there isn’t really any, it is just imagined, and then I guessed
that I think this is the way, and then I check it here in the actual code and see how
they do it and this was when it suddenly became evident…[…]…this was
where…[…]…”18
The understanding of what the competitor has been thinking, how they have
worked, the general mathematical principles involved and how they have been
used, is formed in continuous interplay between the existing knowledge used and
the way in which it is used. Ideas are constantly evaluated in the light of experience and nose in order to allow the many different forms of uncertainty such as
guesswork and suspicion to coax the code and to create an opportunity for new
knowledge to be created. This dynamic oscillation between certain and uncertain
or potential knowledge, between knowledge as a product and knowledge as a process, between knowledge as something that exists and as something that is created,
is a permanent feature when the code is being broken. However, it is clearly a requirement that the final result must lead to the finding that there is a solid and stable foundation of knowledge ‘underneath the code’.
“Niklas: …[…]…and then here they describe how they are going to put two of
those together in order to make a transaction and a rotation; which makes it a
transformation, … and then you can add one more to it, and one more, and by
18
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doing that you get an object which moves along a path of these transformations
with corresponding rotations which ensure that the object remains parallel to the
tangent to the code. It is those transformations they have gathered here to turn
into one, and then I can guess from the way in which they do it that it is actually
the same he is writing here in this book, that when they write a,b,c,d, then you
have to imagine that they are placed in a matrix in exactly that way, and then
imagine that it reads 0,0,1 to form a nice matrix of 3 x 3, so what I have done
here is to check, as I know the rules for matrix multiplication; then I can see,…. is
that what they have done here too, and I have checked that here…. Yes, indeed,
that is it…[…]…”19
It is not merely intellectual pleasure but also aesthetical enjoyment which shines
through the account of the work practice of breaking and checking a code. Indeed,
checking plays a very important role. Preparation, analysis, the detailed design
which is required before a code can be written on solid ground, oscillates between
breaking and checking. It is a practice which unfolds in the shape of questions
such as ‘how does the competitor do his coding?’, ‘what do the large players do
elsewhere in the world?’, ‘what do the textbooks say?’, ‘how does all this tie up?’
and ‘what are we going to do next?’.
Solid knowledge in the form of a textbook or one of the ‘bibles’ is also on the developer Niklas’ desk. It is big, a thick book of about a thousand pages about the
programming of computer games. It is fascinating reading and “some of the best”,
says Niklas. The author has almost 20 years’ experience in the programming of
computer games, which have to be fast and at the same time full of life and action,
with space ships in movement and other fantastic but very demanding operations.
Unqualified professional admiration radiates from Niklas when he talks about the
book. It is obviously an esthetical enjoyment and a pleasure to read it; to be able in
this way to gain an insight into how a true code artist can ‘create’ complex chains
of events, movements, figures, environments in almost live action by means of his
code, which in fact is extremely simple. A code that optimises the relationship
between an event or component and the time and energy that is required to make it
a reality. Optimal code. The joy of seeing a simple code that solves complex
problems is almost like the experience a reader gets when life’s complexity is distilled by a poet into the simple form of a poem where extremely little can express
an endless amount. In fact, that is exactly what the preparatory work is about. To
manage to express as much as possible in a code which is as simple as possible.
The pleasure of preparing extensively and thoroughly lies in this. It is pure joy and
pride for a professional to be able to say to the project manager and the other developers “there won’t be much to the code”. Listen:

19
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“Niklas: …[…]… The next step is then to check against the current standard for
things like this, let me see, I think I saw something similar, and I wouldn’t be surprised if it is exactly the same. The next question then is how exactly do they do it,
and if that ties up, then the next step is to look at our own code and see how do we
actually do it today, and does it tie up. It will be interesting and if it really ties up,
then it’s all sorted out, isn’t it, then I can write in a document “Dear friends, I
have found out”
Sisse: Do you then write that in a document?
Niklas: Yes, I write that in a document. I have read this and that document and
checked what we talked about and what’s happening is this and this and this
…[…]… and it looks good. It’s really exciting. So I hope that on Monday at our
status meeting, I can say that now I am ready to begin coding and by the way there
won’t be much to it, because of this and that, that’s how simple it is. …[…]…”20
To get to something that is simple and reliable therefore requires many different
angles of approach, detours, secret paths, nose, experience and a ‘feeling of certainty’ about one’s own knowledge together with the will to venture out into uncertainty by guessing, sensing, getting suspicions and in other ways coaxing one’s
way to the thoughts through a set of uncertain ideas, presumptions and guesswork.
Handling a work practice as complex as this requires well developed systems and
intelligent methods together with dynamic oscillation between situations where
there is access to knowledge and information and situations where there is no such
access; where there is no access to knowledge and new information but rather a
possibility of ‘digging’ and delving deeply in what is already available. Niklas’
system is based on such a division and in a form where he changes between
working in the company and working at home. In this way he has developed a
system of dynamic oscillation between having access to knowledge and information and being cut off from this access. At work the focus is on gathering as much
‘input’ as possible, to obtain the knowledge, the information, the codes, the overview which require further scrutiny, and at home, evening and night in clouds of
cigarette smoke, which is not allowed at work, it is time to dig into the material
which means to imagine what others have thought, to suss out and trace differences and similarities, to deduce abstract figures of thought ‘behind’ the concrete
appearances, to guess which mathematical rules and laws apply and to follow
one’s ‘nose’ for ‘what appears to have been done in this code’.
“…[…]…Sisse: And then you happily went to bed?
Niklas: Yes, by then it was 2 o’clock at night…
Sisse: I can believe that!
20
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Niklas: Well, you see…[…]… I am so comfortable there at home and can smoke
as many cigarettes as I like…
Sisse: Without having to get out the emergency exit…
Niklas: Also without having the possibility of looking for new information, a new
overview, because for that I have to use the computer, which is here, so there I
can switch off,… then I dig deep into the stuff I have on paper, yeah.
Sisse: So there you switch off?
Niklas: Yes,…So it showed us that the way the competitor does it and the way the
book does it are the same, we have understood that, so then we can do something
similar, if we want to, can’t we.
Sisse: Do you often work like that at home?
Niklas: Yes! I do that a lot.
Sisse: Have you got a computer at home?
Niklas: Yes I do. At home it is not so essential, at home, unless I absolutely have to
download something from the net which I need, if I don’t have the book then
maybe I can download something, or sit and scroll through and print some of the
pages which are essential, mark them and add some comments. At work I have the
tools at my disposal and have to make sure I get sufficient input, partly to get it
into my head and get it to take shape, but then I can take it home with me.
Sisse: And then you take it home?
Niklas: Yes, in order to really dig into it. Yes, that’s what I do. …[…]…”21

[The photo story “The Many Lives of the Code”]

Body language gives life to the code

21

…as does the constant search for underlying rules…
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Here it is! The rule for matrix multiplication.

It is all recorded in the note book!

Thinking the Code Aloud Together22
While Niklas and I sit and talk, Simon, the project manager, and John have repeatedly consulted each other in front of John’s screen. They sit with their heads deep
into the code. Now they tackle it together and try to think through a set of components in the editor seen ‘from the outside’ or from the interface perspective. They
don’t converse in the usual sense of the word but rather think aloud with each
other and with a medium; not at the computer, but together and at a whiteboard. It
represents the third party. In this way they are forced to ‘think aloud together’
without ‘expressing themselves’ by typing and coding. The new medium wipes
‘the board clean’ so it forces the thoughts to come out as conversation instead of
as code. However, at the same time the board ‘plays’ the part of a computer, because Simon uses it to simulate an interface and in this way the use of the board
creates a focus for everyone’s thoughts as a basis for the conversation.
Simon begins by feeling his way. He tries to find his way into the thoughts behind
the codes John has made and asks probing questions in a way that forces John to
explain his own thoughts. He has to rethink the thoughts he had when he made the
codes, and he has to make them explicit. It is quite difficult to remember one’s
own thoughts in this way. Often they were thought without being perceived as
thoughts, but rather ‘made’ in the shape of a code. Now the thoughts, which were
not thought but rather made, have to be translated into spoken language. A number
of translations and transformations come into play in such an ‘exercise’ which appears quite simple. The question is also whether it is possible to think the same
thoughts twice? The mere fact that they have been thought creates new conditions
for the thoughts that are being rethought. In fact, John’s rethinking of his codes
gives rise to many more questions than answers. The exercise is nevertheless the
prerequisite for thinking the logic of the code through together. As was to be ex22
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pected, the initial conversation quickly progresses to a joint evaluation of the possible consequences of different approaches.
Two particular ‘modes of thinking’ are involved. The two developers work with
two main types. In practice they often appear merged, but in the following I will
nevertheless try to keep them separate, as each momentarily dominates from time
to time. The first appears as a thought process where each developer in turn tries to
understand the other’s thoughts. One thought follows the other; they proceed side
by side for a while until a given moment when a certain thought causes the developers to bring out the thought and its consequences in the open, so they both have
to stop and honour the direction of the thoughts. It may be an idea they get, which
appears to solve a problem, or maybe they discover that an imagined procedure
doesn’t work after all. We start the odyssey in the thoughts of Simon and John,
listening to a ‘what if’ thought process. The first odyssey begins with Simon trying
to follow John’s examples of codes and the thoughts behind them. He then points
out a problem which it turns out John doesn’t really know what to do with either,
but towards the end of the quotation we see glimpses of conceptual breakthrough
in both developers, especially in close association with the ‘what if’ projection.
“…[…]… (Simon leaves his diagrammatic example on the board and joins John to
look at an example of a code on paper).
Simon: What are you giving it?…This “add menu”, what is… there you are giving
a menu description, aren’t you, what does it look like?
John points at the paper.
Simon: This one?
…
John: We could, of course, create a level here somewhere, couldn’t we, find a parameter; I mean, when it comes to menus there will also be some popdown… at
level, but on the other hand if we say that the level, the menus differ, then…
Simon: But then when you have to, if you should enter a ‘project’, ‘project’ is
what it’s called here, what has it then filled in?… of these…?
John: Well, er… what is necessary for…the bar out there, it’s the icon and the ID
number.
Simon: The ID number?
John: Yes…because the ID number is mailed, … so that, in the event which is attached, the type or a number here, you see don’t you, it is attached to that one,
when the event is mailed to you from …, then you will get the ID number as well.
Simon: Mmm
John: The one it has inserted itself, then you can control the icons, so you only
need one object to handle them all, that’s really what the intention is, … the icon
itself …, icon, ID and then this popback or event …, there, you see?
Simon: Yes
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Simon: How do you then decide on the inscription? Now we call this one pop…, so
you write that up here or what?
John: Mmm, let me…I think I have stored it in… (checks his computer)… Mmm
Simon: Somewhere you have to indicate what it’s going to be called.
John: Yes…that’s true, I have also thought about it, er… I was thinking of parsing
it, maybe, but, er, we could do that but I think it would be a bit misleading…, on
the other hand if we are going to use the same…, then the path doesn’t really have
to be coded
(Simon goes back to the board and starts drawing again)
Simon: No, but what if this one out here, this registration, it’s called ‘project’, it’s
this one. When it then registers one called ‘project’ forward slash something
John: Yes, yes! I follow you, yes, I also got that idea… at the same time… just
now, then call it ‘type-view’!
Simon: Yes! ‘type-view’ …[…]…”23
At first Simon tries to follows John’s thought processes and understand his examples; then it turns out that they are both stuck with a problem which, however, is
solved by the two simultaneously and in a breakthrough. It is almost like following
a dramaturgical example where tension is built up and resolved. The next odyssey
into Simon and John’s thought processes reveals another procedure when the two
work together. This time it takes the form of a dialogue in which they shift between ‘translating’ each other and thinking each other’s thoughts until finally - in
this particular example - they end up rejecting a train of thoughts because of the
consequences their thinking has revealed.
“…[…]… Simon: In the case we are going to do now, ‘project’ is going to call
Explorer plug in’s ‘add menu’ four times, four times: first time that one, and here
three times both…
John: Okay
Simon: What happens then …, when you press over there…
John: When I click on it
Simon: Then you get the message that …er, now the process is…
John: Then the main programme writes the corresponding sub menu
Simon: Yes
John: And the sub menu sits over there, of course, and then, and then what?
Simon: Then it has to tell ‘project’ that now it’s active
John: That shouldn’t be a problem; it has an event stored
Simon: Yes, that’s fine

23
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John: Then it gets the message that you have clicked out left, because it knows
that, doesn’t it, because it has attached the ID itself, the ID which comes from out
there, hasn’t it?
Simon: Yes!
John: Oh, it’s reversed (comment to own body language)
Simon: And then it has to choose
John: Then it has to, yes, when it starts up, then it can find out which type view it
wants to attach
Simon: This one then somehow has to be able to send a message back about what
kind of menu it is
John: Like this, so that it is activated
Simon: Yes…this one has to be pushed down
John: Yes, that’s obvious
Simon: But, what’s also interesting is that, … now we have pushed this one down,
it has been inserted
John: Yes … there you can go in and make a ‘remove’ and then an ‘add menu’
with a new image, can’t you
Simon: Mmm no, that’s not so good
John: No, that’s er…
Simon: No, that’s not good at all
John: No …[…]…”24
In the other main form or thought process, Simon and John suddenly think aloud
together. One starts a thought process which the other picks up and the first continues; then the conceptual breakthrough takes place where their thinking takes a
new turn and new ideas are born. It is as if the thoughts suddenly stare both of
them in the face and this happens in close association with the board and the way
it is being used. Simon constantly draws the thoughts and thought processes on the
board, draws the path taken by their thoughts and the contexts and consequences
which this creates. The diagrammatic flow, which in this way is communicated,
simulates a computer with interface and this creates a common direction for the
two developers’ thoughts; it creates a shared view of the situation. This has already been shown in the previous two odysseys, where conceptual breakthroughs
occur in both cases, but in the third odyssey, which now follows, we get another
look at how the two developers by their thought processes generate ideas and
conclusions in each other’s mind. At first they progress side by side, then the
thought processes accelerate in a solution with ‘wooden structures’ which they
take turn to generate only to dismantle again - once again by helping each other
and taking turns.

24
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“…[…]…John: It’s just that we still have to write ‘project’ here
Simon: We could write ‘project’ over here
John: Then that’s the name of the icon you click on, isn’t it? When you click on the
icon, the name of the top layer will be written out there, on…it means that if you
have registered it as ‘project’ then that’s the one which will be written out there,
on…hmm… the icons to the right…isn’t it, subtitles, names?
Simon: Yes
John: And the others?
Simon: Well, what you do is that when you’ve got
John: Then you build a tree on the basis of that
Simon: You’ve got to have some kind of tree structure inside this one, which controls the menu,
John: Tree and tree, then, there aren’t that many levels (John laughs)
Simon: No, no…it’s a relatively small tree, isn’t it. But you enter it here, are
called by ‘add menu’, find out that, oh, it’s called ‘project’, I have that one already, so this is a submenu to ‘project’
…[…]…
John:… We don’t need a tree; there is only one level
Simon: Well, you can make a map, and then, er… a map of these, can’t you
John: Yes, yes,… it’s
Simon: It has some kind of structure which contains a child level, a map or a vector, a catalyst,
John: The question is probably how much we need to do about it; after all it
is…we could just make a general map, a map like
Simon: It’s just; it’s just a few
John: There aren’t really that many, so that’s why I’m thinking why, why start
making such a giant …out of this
Simon: Not very many
Simon’s phone rings
John: I think we can do this…[…]…”25
It is amazing how easily they follow each other’s thoughts. It is as if they share a
world where everything is implied. There are very few instances where they find it
difficult to follow each other’s thoughts, and only one instance where they disagree. Let’s first listen to one of the few sequences where they are unable to follow each other’s thoughts. Simon has not caught onto John’s thoughts and is a bit
uncertain about whether John’s procedure will work:
“…[…]…Simon: We could have a look at…that this one registers over here, it
says ‘add menu’ over here
John: Well…
25
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Simon: What it receives is the message that it has to register a view, it will call in
here and say ‘add menu’ …
John: Then it doesn’t have to be defined, then project can say that now it has to be
this type, it has to be another type, and then it sends it on to the main program
when it sees what type it is, oh…ok…then we make this one…I mean different
types
Simon: I didn’t get that
John: I mean depending on which menu, which virtual menu, if you give it a
type…in the type where it has to go, the…this menu type, it’s an icon or…
Simon: It just can’t say that it’s…
John: No
Simon: Because it has to, it has to be in the way that it, it
John: Then we have to make some flags somewhere, at some level, some levels or
something like that
Simon: We can indicate some kind of structure where we say that what we say is
that we have two types of flags, we have one, which is a top level, and another,
which is a child level, can’t we? How should it then look in the user interface…[…]…”26
Finally we go on an odyssey where the question of ‘object orientation’ is close to
separating the two developers’ thought processes. For the first and only time in
this view, this think aloud session, disagreement is visible, where Simon and John
confront each other’s thought processes. The confrontation ‘comes to a head’ only
to dissolve again when John, somewhat reluctantly, gives in. It doesn’t look like
he is quite convinced.
“…[…]…Simon: Take this one … now we have inserted ‘project view’ here, then
the user presses… menu, then ‘project’ has to be told that it has to deactivate
John: Yes, that’s obvious
Simon: So it needs both a
John: Yes, that … But yes, yes that’s, but, I mean, it could be that… when you look
at the project you have to enter yourself and say I just have to tell the others that
they have to close all the other views, but of course, it can’t know that
Simon: Then this one only needs two messages
John: Yes
Simon: One that’s called ‘open view’ or something like that, right …’show view’ I
suppose it’s called
John: Yes
Simon: And hmm ‘close view’; because then it gets the message from out here that
it has to both open and close
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John: Then you have to create something, because hmm, it’s a bit difficult because
when we do object orientation like this then… on the buttons too, then it’s a bit
difficult because if you click on another button than the one which actually has the
object, then mmm then you don’t get any message.
Simon: No, …it has to hit there
John: But how?
Simon: Well, that’s really fairly simple because with the outlook bar out here you
will get two messages; you get a message both about that one instead of
John: Well, ok
Simon: And that’s…when that one is pressed, isn’t it
John: That’s right…Or maybe you can put it… You can, you can then create an
event which is just called ‘activated’ and ‘deactivated’, when it’s clicked…or
something, I don’t really know what, it…I mean every time you have clicked it you
have to make sure that all the others get a message that they haven’t been selected…then you don’t have the menu functionality, then it’s not really a menu any
more; with a menu something only happens when you click it…then you have to
send to all, don’t you, if you have a normal menu then, I mean the pulldown menu,
then you also have to send a message to all the other menu points that they have
not been selected.
Simon: No
John: You do that don’t you?
Simon: Mmm no, you only have to send to the one which has been selected now,
not the one which is active, in here … has to receive a message that now you are
no longer active, now you have to deactivate, and then this one has to…, and then
you have to send this one a message that it has to activate, so that’s two that have
to receive messages
John: You can say that it’s the main program that has to do it, but it sort of has to
ask to have it done
Simon: It’s the main programme itself, yes, or not the main program; it’s the Explorer plug-in
John: Well
Simon: It’s the Explorer plug-in that controls these
John: It inserts them and removes them but it doesn’t control them
Simon: It has to, it’s those up there that have to control it
John: But listen, what happens when you click on them, the main programme has
nothing to do with that
Simon: It has to…
John: Hm
Simon: So when you press it, it has to know that it has to de-allocate the one it’s
pointing at
John: Well, ok then …[…]…”27
27
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[The photo story“What if?”]

How did you code it?

I think I thought from here to there.

Or maybe as far as here?

But what if …?

Debriefing of the Code Equilibrist28
We met the keyboard and code equilibrist, the developer Theis, already at the beginning of our odyssey. Several people have to be present when he is debriefed,
and he has to be debriefed. The company has once experienced what it means
when knowledge about the code is stuck in the head of a top developer because it
is personal, implicit and silent so that it can ‘only’ be expressed by running the
code which then either works or doesn’t work. They don’t want to be in that situation again. Poul, the top developer, who is the man behind the idea and the key
person in the project which the D-department is working on for the moment, is the
informal head of both the D-department and the company as such, and together
with the project manager he now sits down with Theis, the equilibrist, in order to
debrief him. Only a developer at top level can debrief a developer like Theis. It
28
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requires experience and knowledge to understand what he has coded, and even
more to be able to see the possibilities for optimisation of the code in order to
make it even more simple and elegant, but most of all to discover the pitfalls. This
time, it is nothing less than the control code for the development process, which
Theis has just managed to get up and running. That’s all very well, but he is unable to log on to his own control code; a problem which immediately occupies him
and Poul the minute there is a break in the debriefing half way through the discussion. There they sit, three strong in front of Theis’ code, in order to understand the
thought processes which have led to the discovery of his version of the code. The
code is the obvious centre of the debriefing and the screen flickers while Theis
points and explains how the thought processes behind the data model and data
structure have been defined in a code. The explanations of the code are very expressive. The code is visualised using body language, which constantly gives
shape and direction to the account, as the language of the body is an integrated
part of the expression of thought. It is as if the hands shape the thoughts in the account, and the code serves as stage set for the visualisation process. The account is
accompanied by acknowledgements from Poul, the top developer. He nods and
says yes. The project manager listens attentively but mainly in order to learn
something. The top developer has the final say the whole time.
“…[…]… Theis: Well, that’s really what I am trying to do by having - my only
principle is really that everything is a node - i.e. whether it is a template or a node
or meta data, it is still a node. It contains more or less the same components but
centered around an image and then a few things which control some versions and
… have to do with and that sort of thing - and then I have to take into account that
it has got template ID -that doesn’t really matter because it can be used more generally
Poul: mm
Theis: .. and it doesn’t really matter if they are there; I just have to make sure they
have a …and that kind of thing. So that’s really the foundation of the data model
and then the fact that structure and data actually are separated.
Poul: mm
Theis :.. and then I try to place this stream which operates these things; I place it
on … to the extent it is possible - I mean - I just get rid of these sentences or place
them or… in the …procedures.
Poul: mm
Theis: .. and there are two reasons for that, first of all it’s easy to access, just to
change the … procedure, I just call it … procedure and secondly it’ll be … all
things being equal it will get done a bit faster.
Poul: mm …[…]…”29
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Several times the code is confirmed when Poul finishes off Theis’ sentences. He
thinks together with and across Theis’ account, its thoughts and coding. Theis does
the same when Poul comments on his code. He then thinks Poul’s thoughts
through. In that way the two developers constantly create each other’s thoughts
and a mutual understanding.
“…[…]… Theis: The size is really - it follows across, I mean, it lies in the nodes in
the data model all the time.
Poul: mm
Theis: Everything has a total size and a total length, which is the sum of all the
rows - each row contains - is limited to something; in the registration database I
have some kind of maximum size per row of image fields, so that’s where the 17
different rows are located in the database, and there’s the total, that’s the sum…
Poul: of all these rows (points at the code) …[…]…”30
Simon also participates actively in the debriefing process but especially in the way
that he sees the code with the eyes of the user. How will the code which Theis is
creating appear to the user; that is a question which he asks several times although
in different ways. Let us listen to an example:
“…[…]… Simon: I also think that to define it, we say that it can only undo/redo
once, I mean you can only go one step back, you cannot in inverted commas go
backwards forever.
Theis: But we could really go further back because we have the entire history of
the revision. Therefore, I can construct…
Simon: From the user’s point of view because it will be a terrible mess because
nobody will be able to understand it
Poul: No
Simon: Because from a user’s point of view you won’t be able to understand how
you can undo something someone else has done, or what the heck do we do when
someone else has tampered with the file over there, while I have done something
here, so suddenly they get enmeshed, and then I undo
Theis: I think we should have a look at that, though, that if we can show the user
what has happened because I should be able to show, I mean, I can see what has
happened with a node overall and I can also see, show or return what has happened to that user on that node and then somehow - the more you tell the user, the
better
Simon: Maybe we can arrange that you can at least - that’s not something we have
to do now Theis: No
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Simon: If in the long run we did something to the effect that you can somehow get
access to … lock where you can see, where the user can see what it is that has
happened, the changes you have made
Simon: We could also say that you can only undo as long as you are the last person who worked on this node. If someone else did, I mean now I move this one
over here, then I can undo, but as soon as someone else takes it and moves it elsewhere, then my undo is gone. Then I can no longer undo, then it becomes…
Poul: That’s a better solution …[…]…31.
A decision can be as straight forward as that. As mentioned, the debriefing is interrupted half way through because the project manager has to deal with some other
issues. That changes the form of the debriefing. Poul, the top developer, immediately looks ahead and turns the debriefing towards system facilities and upcoming
coding. The thread from before is resumed when the project manager is back but
now with an even greater emphasis on challenging Theis` code. In this way the
debriefing shifts between the code, which is challenged, and the problems that are
identified and thought through by the developers as a group until a solution has
been found.
~…[…]… Poul: Is there also a remote user?
Theis: Not yet (Theis laughs) so I haven’t spent time on that. I have actually
imagined that the administration interface and the client interface which has a do
XML, which takes a string or a stream of XML; and then I use that when I run in a
web server, because then I give it an XML envelope, … pack the envelope and
parse it - find out which call, parameter, make the call and get something back,
wrap it up in XML and return it
Poul: I.e. we make another table…
Theis: Yes, yes, it becomes a bit like soap because soap is something like that, but
there are many things I don’t like about soap, so I choose to make our own, because we can always log it to soap, if we want to, later on …[…]…32
Theis only makes notes once during the entire debriefing process. It happens when
another user problem is discovered, which he has to take into account in his code.
Otherwise he appears to keep all the consequences of the debriefing in his head. A
few times he mentions his doubts, but they are not followed up. In one case he
asks Poul if they can code together. Poul is obliging but vague when he answers,
“It will be a few weeks”. Obviously, Poul’s time only suffices for ‘vital’ tasks such
as debriefing the developer who is at a level that only Poul can match.
The four actors in the debriefing, the code and the author of the code, the top developer, who is also the informal leader, and the project manager all have a part to
31
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play, and the entire session has its roots in the company’s experience from the
previous project. The code has to be brought to light, it cannot be allowed to remain hidden as personal and silent knowledge of the author of the code, as was the
case in the company’s first large project. It is not just that it creates uncertainty
when the company’s foundation can be removed the minute the person who knows
the code leaves it. In the previous project Poul, the top developer, who is also cofounder of the company, was the author of the code. He was responsible for the
entire development process to the extent that it almost cost him his health. It is
therefore not only that kind of nervousness which is behind the systematic debriefings, which are now being carried out. Experience has shown that unless these
debriefings are held, it becomes impossible to plan and estimate work load and
time, not to mention strengthen the team of developers with further manpower if it
turns out to be necessary - and feasible. Therefore, the thought processes behind
the code have to be thought through in a group which can follow them and at the
same time challenge them. The top developer can do that, and he does. On the
sideline, however, is the project manager who in this way gains insight and new
knowledge, but who also challenges the code as seen through the eyes of a user.
The author of the code explains with obvious pride and joy; he listens, is openminded and completely trusts his own understanding of the consequences of the
debriefing. They are, in fact, lodged in the thought processes of the players.
Nothing is made explicit except as an amended or new code.
The session is terminated when an employee from the sales department enters the
D-department to find out who has an appointment with a potential customer. He
doesn’t succeed and it remains unclear while the developers joke a bit about “these
customers who always come and disturb”.
[The Photo Story “The Code Equilibrist”]

This is how the code was made!

We have to remember this …
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I have made an exception here.

We have to keep all this in mind.

This is how dense it is!

And how beautiful it has been done!

When Deadlines Have to Be Met33
The developers’ great epos or the ‘project’ is already running behind schedule.
That is strikingly visible from the timetable of the project which hangs on the wall
behind the project manager. Only very few fields have been coloured yellow, the
colour that shows that the task has been completed. Many of the other tasks are
being worked on, but the development department is nevertheless behind schedule.
Monday morning the D-team is gathered for the regular Monday meeting around
the table in the centre of their department. The project manager puts time and
deadline on the agenda as a problem right from the beginning of the meeting. In
the introductory statement, time and work morale are mentioned as an acute problem because the project manager feels that work morale is too low on the D-team
when compared with time. This is done in the form of a ‘minor dressing-down’.

33
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“…[…]… Simon: Okay. It’s damned important that, it’s not quite, I am really glad
that Theis began the meeting the way he did34 (everybody laughs), because I actually feel like giving you a minor dressing-down, because I simply feel that we are
not really gunning for it. We also talked about that last time, and the way I look at
it, it hasn’t improved one bit during the week. We are way behind and nevertheless
you are, er, it looks like you are treading water. It er… We’ll never ever complete
this project unless we get moving. It’s also that everybody seems to start thinking
that unless he or she goes and fights to get these things done then this project is
not going to materialise, and this applies to everyone. It simply applies to everyone that, er. If just one person sits back and says thinks, someone else will probably, well, then it catches on. So we have to fight together to get this up and running. Right now we, well, we actually have a deadline. It’s approaching very rapidly. We don’t have much time to do it. We actually have less than a month before
delivering and we don’t have very much…yet
Theis: We have…, haven’t we?
Simon: And er, it’s quite essential, because if we don’t deliver it, the user test goes
out the window, … , and, it’s about to become, isn’t it, so if we deliver too late it
has an impact on others; then their deadline is affected. It also means that if you
get behind with things like these then you have to slog to catch up. Of course, it’s
obvious that if it becomes a big problem, a case where we constantly have to sit
and try to catch up, then we have to correct the timetable, but if it requires a week
or two of overtime work, of slogging, then we bloody well have to do it. I am quite
serious about that, that each of us has to decide what we can do to help getting
this project back on track. It is unfortunate that we had to make a lot of changes to
the plug-in structure during the past week, but then it’s really good that at least we
are not afraid of dropping some work and go back and say that we went down a
path which was wrong. There’s nothing we can do about that; then we have to go
back; but that’ also proof of courage. Its’ also daring to change things. However,
as we have made that decision we are now even further behind with the plug-in
structure. Therefore that’s an area where we have to work really hard to catch up.
We also have our dear little Lab server which we really need to get up and running because we need some data to work with …[…]… 35
On the face of it, they all seem very intense and concentrated on their work when
you enter the developer team as an outsider. However, things are nevertheless falling apart. A glance at the project timetable and it becomes difficult to imagine the
work morale which can cope with being behind right from the start and have to
race all the way up hill from a place at the back of the field. The fight is against
one of the multi media giants on the world market. The developers’ great epos is
34

Theis begins the Monday meeting - with ironic detachment - with pep talk and battle cries, and the other
developers join in with the battle cry ”Bush”, ”Bush” - also with ironic detachment (the recordings were
made before 11 September 2001).
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nothing less than an alternative to Macromedia’s ‘Director’, a well-known product
well placed on the market. Together they are writing the second version of a normal set of multi media tools which on several points differ considerably from the
first version, because it turned out that the application, which had been developed
together with the tools, impacted too much on the development tool itself. This
limited the application of the product. In the second version they have created a
multifaceted solution, which consists of a general multimedia tool plus an elearning perspective planned as a series of templates which accompany the general
tool.
What do you do, though, with a situation like the one facing the D-department already now? How do you create motivation and thereby a work morale which is
strong enough to race all the way up hill in a battle against time which is an overpowering adversary? How did David conquer Goliath? The project manager’s answer is slog and team spirit, which reminds you of sport and creates associations
to elite sport at international level with battle cries and fighter spirit. The developers simply have to continue slogging until the timetable looks realistic again, even
if it means working evenings and weekends. It is up to the individual to realise his
responsibility towards the entire team and the project in order to be able to make
the necessary effort. It also counts if the work is meaningful, if it is fun and exciting. This is a point of view which becomes evident in Theis’ attempt at explaining
why the situation is as described by the project manager. He says:
“…[…]… Theis: I think part of the problem is that it’s difficult to see something
concrete, to imagine a goal, when you can’t…When you get going, then you can
say, okay, I just need to add another feature before, …No, I just want it to work
before I go home; but as long as, I mean, when… then it’s a bit, er … er, well, I
need to…we can look at that tomorrow, can’t we, I suppose that’s how most feel,
as long as you can’t see…, as soon as the first concrete…
John: I don’t think I feel like that
Theis: You don’t? Well, okay…
John: The things I start I also want to see work
Theis: You are working on something concrete, that’s different
John: That’s true
Theis: The editor isn’t something that
Simon: We would all like to have something concrete
(Everybody is talking at the same time)
Theis: Yes, yes, concrete, something cool which you can SEE develop, which becomes real, which is alive and…
Simon: You mean that the boring prompt with mistakes, that’s not
Theis: If you can’t combine something which makes sense, which, er, then you become a bit, orhh, something is missing…
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Simon: That’s true, and, of course, it’s quite logical, and it’s probably something
that happens in the early stages, but the problem is that the boat is leaving and if
we don’t get on board now, well, then we’ll miss it.
(Prolonged silence where they all look at each other or stare at the table)
…[…]…36
It is difficult to pull yourself up by the hair and slog if it doesn’t’ make sense; isn’t
exciting, if you can’t see that you are creating something which is alive and substantial. However, that is not the only reason for the current situation. The project
manager points out that it has been necessary to drop a large amount of work
which had been done, with the effect of bringing the project even further behind
than it already was, when it was decided the week before to begin afresh with the
plug-in structure. Other developers point to network problems. They have obviously experienced a lot of them. The Monday meeting did in fact begin late because the company’s server had been down with staff working frantically to get it
up and running again. A combination of many factors has therefore contributed to
the situation where time has taken on a principal role right from the beginning of
the developers’ great epos.
The situation is, however, even more difficult than it appears. Poul, who is top developer, co-founder of the business and informal head of the D-department arrives
late at the Monday meeting and immediately asks to make a comment. It is about
the staff meeting which also takes place on Mondays.
“…[…]… Poul: I have a comment to make
Simon: Yes
Poul: I need to talk to you all before you leave for the Monday staff meeting
(General muttering)
Simon: Then it had better be soon… Does it have to be now?
Poul: Søren is going to talk about cost cutting, and er, at the Monday meeting, and
I just want to say,…it won’t have any effect on what we are doing,… …so we
talked about having to cut down…
Simon: it will still have an effect anyway, because, er, because, it means that we
can’t just spend money as we please. We can’t very well sit here as a small department and then (makes a gesture of someone pouring money out), buy steaks
and er…
Poul: We have the budget that we have had all the time, and we still have it. So
that was the only comment I wanted to make, when we talk cost cutting and…,
then it doesn’t apply to us…
Theis: That means it could be a very long Monday meeting?
Poul: It could, yes
(General muttering) …[…]…37
36
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The staff meeting doesn’t take long as far as the developers are concerned. The Dteam quickly returns to their status meeting where they agree on the details of the
joint and critical code reviews, which are to take place later in the day. The meeting is resumed in high spirits with jokes, laughter and fooling around. It is obvious
that they are all affected by the briefing about the company’s financial difficulties
and the necessity for retrenchments and cost cutting, but they all try to make light
of it. It is only visible in a very indirect manner that the developers are aware at
some level that the company’s financial situation will impact on the D-department
as well. It is Theis who more than hints at this in a joking conversation about pay
rises and coffee consumption:
“…[…]… Simon: Err, as Poul also says, then this savings drive, err, it doesn’t
really involve you, there is no-one in the development department who is at risk of
being fired, so you can just relax… We have in fact a situation where we’re still in
need of people, aren’t we, contrary to the production department, so there is no
reason to panic. Of course, as we just briefly discussed, it also means that we now,
that there will be a lid on to some extent, on what is spent on external costs. It will
be something like … seminar (expressive body language), I am afraid, you know,
but no. When there are minor liquidity problems like these, you know. As starting
point we have the budget, as we have had all the time, for this project and for this
department. So in principal it has no impact on us
Hans: …not drink so much coffee
(Laughter)
John: and pay rises - that will have to wait
(Laughter)
Simon: no, there …, there won’t be any coffee restrictions
John: coffee and pay rises
Simon: it’s half a pot, half a pot each per day, half a pot
Theis: and what if the project takes three times as long? then…?
(Loud laughter) …[…]…38
Theis hits the nail on the head with his comment. If the developers are already far
behind schedule and if the budget at best is the same, then it is easy to see that the
ends won’t meet. Regardless of the fact that everyone tries to make light of the
situation and believe that it is not going to affect the D-department. If nothing else,
then the struggle with time, and thereby the need to slog, becomes that much
harder. However, the Monday status meeting continues as usual without further
discussions of retrenchments and cost cutting. They sum up where they are with
the great epos which they are all working on; they discuss how they can best co37
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operate and the best way of creating a simple and elegant code, they conduct critical reviews and they debrief.
There is an obvious difference, and a surprising discrepancy, between the way in
which the developers handle their knowledge and experience in their daily professional practice and the way they handle the crucial problem that the company is
not doing well because of financial problems. Problems that are so huge that cost
cutting and retrenchments are necessary.
The 22 video views give an insight into a complex system of knowledge creation
and learning, sparring and co-operation, studies and sharing of knowledge, and a
picture is drawn of a competent professional practice which is reflective; where
many forms of reflective practices are communicated via the computer screens and
the common epos. Reflective practice in knowledge-intensive work. A practice
where strategic actions are taken in line with department goals as long as the developers deal with a simple and optimal code which can compete with top players
worldwide.
The Monday meeting, on the other hand, draws a completely different picture. It
‘looks’ more like a traditional organisation with wage earners, where the project
manager is the shop foreman who upholds authority and discipline. The meeting
begins with a ‘dressing-down’ of the developers because the project is behind
schedule; they won’t meet the deadline if the developers work as they do, according to the project manager. They have to boost work morale, buckle down, work
overtime when necessary, work weekends or evenings as and when required by
the project.
When co-operation takes place round a meeting table and not at one of the many
computer screens, when the culture is a ‘meeting culture’, where the reflective
practices involve the group as a whole and their relationship to ‘the others’ in the
company, the picture becomes quite different; then style, mood, form as well as
culture change.
The project manager stresses again and again that retrenchments and cost cutting
measures are matters which the developers, the project, the department don’t need
to deal with. The budget for the project won’t be touched; it remains unchanged.
Nobody in the D-department will be affected. There is almost an atmosphere of
relief and high spirits at the Monday meeting after the staff meeting about the
company’s problem. Nobody considers whether the D-department can do something; nobody asks how it will impact on the way they will be working on the
project. That is surprising. It had just been pointed out during the first half of the
Monday meeting that the D-department has problems as they are already behind
schedule. Indeed, the D-department is behind precisely because the company has
had financial problems. It is the reason why the developers have completed a lot of
ad hoc tasks in order to bring in money. Nobody now asks how the D-department
is supposed to solve the problems they already have with time in the project if the
company is still in financial difficulties. Will they have to complete ad hoc tasks
again in order to improve finances? Will the project have to be sidelined, or will
37

less staff be allocated to the task while they are making money? The situation is
more than likely to arise and once again impact on the project and on time. Nobody asks for “intelligent methods” to solve the problems with time, for shortcuts
or new strategies. The solutions are based on ‘raw’ brain power and proven methods: work discipline has to go up, they have to buckle down and work harder, even
if it means working overtime during weekends and evenings.

Conclusions
For the developers on the D-team, there is no doubt what knowledge is. It is being
able to ‘code’. It implies not only knowing a lot of examples of good codes, but
rather the ability to make the code come alive so that a simple code can create a
multitude of possible actions and meanings in the shape of functionality and experiences in the software they are developing, the great common epos. The ability to
code in general is not of much use. The developers’ knowledge takes the shape of
ability in relation to the exact project at hand. In the D-department, therefore, the
proof of knowledge is ability, which has a concrete expression. The code either
works or it doesn’t work. The code is a symbolic construction just like an epos,
but it differs from an epos in that ‘the code can be run’, and in a way which gives
actual proof of whether it works or not, whether it ‘is stuck’, self-oscillates or has
other unintended effects. The code is written in an alphabet which is both symbolically and mechanically active as is the case with all computer text39. These
texts can both express and function. In this way the D-department’s knowledge is
tied to practice through the creative processes of coding. However, it is a knowledge that exists in many forms. It is in the form of thick books, or shear bibles,
found everywhere on the desks and on the book shelves in the library, but, also in
the form of the code which has already been created and which is still being created on an ongoing basis during their daily work. It is not of much use, though,
neither as knowledge which already exists, nor as knowledge which is being created, if it doesn’t make sense, in reality and in their shared practice. This is a
rather obvious statement when we are talking about knowledge in the form of
shear bibles. Being able to ‘quote’ examples of codes without being able to turn
them into practice is obviously of no relevance. However, it is probably less obvious that the rule also applies ‘the other way round’ for the code which is created in
practice. To be able to code without knowing why and how, and in practice this
means without being able to explain and document the code, is not only of no
relevance; it can create great problems for the project and the company. If the code
only exists as personal and silent ability, nobody can help develop, understand and
test it. This problem becomes more serious with increasing complexity, when the
39

This is a point of view which has been expressed most succinctly by Niels Ole Finnemann in his thesis
about the computer’s symbolic properties ”Tanke, Sprog og Maskine” 1994 (“Thought, Language and Machine” 1994).
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code becomes difficult to handle without being made explicit in shared practice.
This is an insight which has been gained through bad experiences during the company’s first large development project. Experiences on which the D-department
now builds its professional practice.
Knowledge exists outside the actual context and is at the same time a part of the
knowledge which is created in concrete form and in context; explicit knowledge
goes hand in hand with intuitive and silent knowledge; certain knowledge with uncertain knowledge. In other words, the many different forms of knowledge continuously merge in dynamic processes; they unfold as variations of simple themes
where knowledge constantly undergoes transformations and translations. Knowledge which comes from the outside in the shape of known top players’ code, is
transformed and translated to knowledge which is inside; knowledge which exists
out of context in the ‘shear bibles’ of coding are brought into context and given life
in the coding of shared experiences in the great epos; personal, intuitive and tacit
knowledge, such as “nose” when the competitor’s code is broken, becomes explicit and public knowledge about ‘how simple the code has become’ on the Monday status meetings. In the 22 video views, the observing analytical eye gets so
close to the various forms of knowledge, as ‘these’ unfold and merge in practice,
that they appear as close-ups. When the eye in this way is focused on dynamic
knowledge processes in practice, it becomes of decisive importance to understand
the phenomenon of dynamics. In other words it becomes important to identify and
understand the chains or spirals of translations and combinations that constantly
arise between knowledge that exists and knowledge that is being created, when
knowing is in action, and thereby also the interplay between the many well-known
forms of knowledge, including not the least the many quasi-forms or intermediate
forms, which knowledge take when ‘it’ is viewed as a dynamic phenomenon. In
addition, an analysis, which is focused on knowledge as dynamic processes, also
has to deduce the different relationships between time and place on which the dynamics depend. These theoretical considerations lie outside what is possible in the
descriptive analysis but play the principal parts in the article “Knowledge at the
Right Time and the Right Place”, which will follow.
If we turn the eye to the descriptive analyses once again, an obvious fact should be
mentioned which is that the D-department ‘runs code’ every Monday, so that abstract knowledge and practical ability can merge in varying movements, translations and combinations, while they take stock at the same time of each developer’s
coding and of the department as a whole. The code is therefore also run in many
different ways. The practices of the department are reflected in the contours of
various knowledge zones. Not because there is an action plan for these activities or
because they are part of work or job descriptions. They are also not ‘written into’
the equipment and facilities of the room. Knowledge zones are, however, a social
universe which is created in the reciprocal glances of the developers. The way they
look at each other creates, shapes and reshapes the contours of the knowledge
zones which play a major role in practice. There is no doubt about the zones that
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exist; and it is because of these zones that the code is run differently in the different zones and between the zones. In this way they form the basis of learning and
knowledge sharing in a practice community.

Upstairs
John

Kurt

Media
staff

Poul
Niklas
Thomas

Simon
Theis

Søren
Hans
Ib

The others
Cost cutting

Other players
worldwide

Fig. 3: Knowledge zones in the development department of the IT company. Snapshots of a ‘social universe’ which is constantly changing while being created through the developers’ mutual
observation. The knowledge zones form the basis of a complex system of knowledge creation,
knowledge sharing and learning in a professional practice community.

Kurt does not participate in running the code. He sits in the outer periphery of the
department and absorbs its style, atmosphere and tone while studying to become a
developer instead of a boat builder, for which he is trained; however, he doesn’t
yet belong. His eye is purposefully focused inwards towards the centre of the department and its inner circles. He takes time to advise the media employees who
comes down from upstairs and seek advice about how to get into the D-department
‘downstairs’. In that way he becomes part of it himself. Although no doors separate the D-team from the rest of the company, it is nevertheless experienced as a
world apart in which everybody’s eyes are turned inwards towards each other and
the common code, but only to a limited extent outwards towards the others or upstairs. When Kurt directs his eye to ‘upstairs’, it is not in order to find out what
happens ‘up there’ but in order to become part of what is inside, downstairs, in the
D-department.
Ib runs the code, but he does so next to the developer Theis, not on Mondays but
on Fridays because he has to attend lectures as part of his education in computer
science on Mondays. This fact is accepted reluctantly and with forbearance. The
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code is run next to Theis so that he can help if the problems become insurmountable. Supervision and support are needed, and in this way Ib participates in a kind
of neighbour training. Søren and Hans sit facing each other, and they help each
other. They are having problems. Especially because Hans really is busy writing a
compulsory essay as part of his education, also in computer science, or perhaps
more correctly put, he ‘ought’ to be busy with it, because it remains unclear
whether he is actually writing it, has finished with it, or what? Hans keeps a low
profile. He tries to avoid attention, but he has a good friend or colleague in Søren,
who silently but loyally assists. All three sit in the outer knowledge zone of the Ddepartment, but they belong.
John runs code together with the developers from the innermost zones both in
thought as described in the story “Thinking the Code Aloud Together”, where he
thinks together with the project manager Simon, but also in the critical reviews
where the two experienced developers, Niklas and Thomas, sit down on either side
of him and almost cover him while they run code together. John is not educated
and also not studying. He is autodidact and brings with him experience from previous jobs. He doesn’t belong to the innermost zones.
Niklas and Thomas work intensely on research and on explaining and documenting the code. They belong to the innermost circles, but are not right in the centre.
They are both fairly new, so it is merely a question of time before they move right
into the centre. They have both completed long-term education and Niklas has almost an entire working life of experience as developer behind him. They both
work very independently. Niklas has his own system of intelligent methods as described in the story “When the Code Is Broken It Has to Be Checked”, but they
also participate in critical reviews both of their own codes and of the other Ddepartment developers’ codes.
In the centre is Poul, the top developer. He is autodidact, co-founder of the company, informal head of the D-department and of the company and also the man
behind the first version of the project. He enjoys undisputed authority in the department. The project manager, Simon, is also in the centre of the knowledge
zones. He is the formal head of the department, and he contributed to making the
first project a reality. He has therefore gained some of the hard-earned experience
which is the reason behind the Monday status meetings with codes that are continually run, thought through, explained and documented in order to be brought to
light. Finally, the developer Theis is also in the centre. He enjoys great authority
because of his ‘natural gift’; he really has a background as engineer. Only Poul
can match him. When Theis’ code has to be run it is not because it has to be reviewed but rather in order to debrief him as described in the story “Debriefing”.
The creative talent for making a simple and systematical code places Poul and
Theis in the inner centre of the knowledge zones. Poul’s view of education can be
condensed into a few words: ‘self-taught is well taught’. It is the combination of
ideas, vision, creative talent, ability and ruthless slog which creates good developers according to Poul. However, the problems inherent in this point of view be41

came apparent in the company’s first project. It nearly went off the rails because
the code remained hidden in that it was personal and silent. Only Poul could interpret the breakdown of the code or the other problems that materialised whenever
others ran the code. A situation which was completely untenable. The project
manager Simon was part of the team which was employed to get the code ‘out of
Poul’s head and body’, so it became explicit. Experience has shown that the waters separate where documentation begins. The ability to document a code and
think it through with others, make it explicit as part of the shared knowledge in the
D-team, is therefore approaching the centre of the knowledge zones. That is
largely the reason why John is not in the centre, although he has several years’ experience as developer. It is difficult to get a clear answer to how and why he has
coded the way he has. In a great epos like that of the development software, which
the D-team is writing, explanation and documentation together with recall and rethinking therefore become necessary prerequisites. At the Monday meeting the
project manager does, in fact, regularly make the comment that “…[…]… it is
easy to see who the academics are in this team…[…]…” This is a direct reference
to the issue of documenting the project as a whole and in particular the code. The
D-department was originally based on the ideal of the developer with ‘a natural
gift’ but through reflective practices it has turned out that the ‘schooled’ ability,
which is required to document and explain, is necessary to handle the complexity
of the great common epos, if it is to work.
There appears, however, to be almost watertight vertical blinds between the Ddepartment’s complex systems of knowledge zones and the reflective practices,
which they outline, and the rest of the company. The coding goes hand in hand
with the expertise of the specialist, the artist, the musician with refined techniques,
“intelligent” work methods and reflective strategies. The project as such, however,
with its timetables, deadlines and agreements, is something completely different.
The project has a manager who, like a shop foreman, gives dressing-downs, demands more work, improved discipline, better work morale, more overtime work
and ‘stay for the weekend’ if necessary for the project; and it has staff who accept
being reprimanded, who disclaim responsibility for finding strategic solutions to
critical problems, who put up with ‘hard work’ and ‘slogging’ when time and
agreements are the issue, but not the code.
It looks like the limit to reflective practices is found where the computer screen
and the common code define the knowledge zones as opposed to the situations
where the D-department is part of the company as a whole. In this way, the Ddepartment’s system of knowledge zones ‘is closed’ unto itself; it is a system
which is self-sufficient. This is not a knowledge strategy that applies to the company as a whole but a practice in the D-department, and the system’s primary references are more likely to be players of the same kind elsewhere in the world.
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